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BELFAIR - Click here (http://www.kitsapsun.com/news/2009/dec/13/conflict-in-the-

industry-spurs-labor-lawsuits/) to read about how a Department of Labor and Industries

lawsuit forced the industry to define pickers as contractors.

Click here (http://www.kitsapsun.com/news/2009/dec/13/part-of-the-worlds-pallette/) to

get a taste of how floral greens are bought and sold.

At 1712 Sherman Ave. in Evanston, Ill., Gail Jones, owner of Saville Flowers, reaches into a

white cardboard box marked “Continental” and pulls out a sprig of greenery. The waxy

leaves of the plant are lush green despite months of cold storage and a journey of more than

2,000 miles from Mason County.

Bill Wiley has been picking for years.
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Jones, in the business 44 years, said salal has been a staple of the floral industry as long she

can remember. Saville goes through a couple boxes of it each week. That’s 50 bunches, each a

handful of sprigs.

Continental Floral Greens of Belfair is one of the larger companies among a cluster of more

than a dozen floral greens outfits in the Mason-Kitsap area.

Counting mid-size companies and small brush sheds, often literally operating out of the

owner’s garage, there are an estimated 40 to 50 floral greens companies in Washington and

Oregon, representing a multimillion-dollar industry.

Their inventory — salal, huckleberry, bear grass and other non-timber forest products —

grows wild in the woods. But those who harvest it know it’s anything but free.

PEOPLE AND THE FOREST

In the cold early morning, Jorge Luis Tomas arrives to his designated plot of forest in

Belfair. He cuts into the woods, finding a slight path his footsteps have made before. Tall

trees rise toward the sky, their branches making a canopy and shading the forest floor. The

undergrowth is tall and thick. Tomas doesn’t waste any time — his eyes quickly seek out the

leathery leaves of salal on a long, flat stem. It’s the perfect piece.

He snaps the branch in one hand and strips off the lower, spotted leaves with the other while

already looking for the next addition to his bunch. By mid-afternoon, Tomas has collected

scores of salal bunches, held together with rubber bands. He hoists the load on his back and

sets off down the trail, almost invisible beneath the bundles of brush.

Tomas came to Mason County from Guatemala in 1999, driven by “economic necessity.” He

is part of the latest wave of brush harvesters in an industry where the dominant

demographic changes every few decades.

James Freed, extension professor for special forest products at Washington State University,

has watched brushpickers come and go over his 33-year career focused on researching non-

timber forest products. Taking advantage of the trade have been generations of whites,

Southeast Asians and Latinos — first Mexicans and more recently Guatemalans.



“This industry has been around for a long, long time,” Freed said. “It’s the harvesters that

keep changing.”

Before the industry was an industry, Native Americans used layered salal branches for food

storage and mixed the purple berries in with pemmican.

In the early 20th Century, loggers and others discovered economic value in forest plants

there for the gleaning. In the 1930s, loggers and other Kitsap and Mason residents familiar

with the woods picked brush to supplement their incomes.

“In the Depression, back in the 1930s, the things that survived were the three least expensive

feel-good items: ice cream, booze and flowers,” said Lyle Skillman, 48, who came from a

brush-picking family and now co-owns Brothers United, a Shelton greens company.

During the 1940s, four large timber companies — Kirk, Hofert, Alpine Evergreen and

Douglas Fir Christmas Tree Company — began buying up parcels of logged over land around

the region. They saw opportunity in the huck and salal that willingly grew even in poor soil

and began large-scale commercial distribution. Mom & pop brush sheds thrived, at least in

number, alongside the larger operations, to whom they sold their wares.

“Up to the mid-’70s and late ’70s, the industry was dominated by people who worked in the

woods,” Freed said. “Their opportunities in the woods went up and down with the economy.

... They had a good relationship with the forest.”

A LIFETIME IN THE WOODS

I could go out and buy a treadmill I guess, but this is way better than that.

Bill Wiley, 66, joined a second generation of white harvesters when he began picking brush

in 1960.

At first, his teenage get-rich-quick dreams ran up against the issue of quality control.

Although salal seems ridiculously abundant, only a fraction of stems meet a florist’s criteria.

Brush sheds reject product with spotty or sunburned leaves.

“For all day long I think I made $2,” Wiley said. “It was pretty discouraging, but I watched

what they threw away and tried again. Eventually, you learn how to pick only the good stuff.”



Wiley made a fair living off huckleberry and salal. He supported six kids, first as a harvester,

then by running a contract plant. Wiley bought loose brush from harvesters and resold it to

Pacific Coast Evergreens in Port Orchard, making a small profit by presorting and bunching

the stems. Pickers today bunch their own.

Wiley now is back to harvesting. With the kids grown, his expenses are few, but he still

enjoys getting out in the woods a couple days a week when the weather is nice, as much for

the solitude and exercise as for the money.

“I think it’s really healthful,” Wiley said. “I could go out and buy a treadmill I guess, but this

is way better than that.”

THE IMMIGRANT FACTOR

Since the early 1980s, immigrants have largely replaced white brushpickers like Wiley.

After the Vietnam War, the Pacific Northwest saw an influx of Southeast Asian refugees.

Latinos also arrived, some via Eastern Washington’s agriculture industry, some directly

from their native countries.

According to Freed, who has worked closely with groups of harvesters, many of the Latino

pickers came from rural, economically depressed towns, driven by lack of viable

employment.

“They come from areas where there’s no jobs or jobs don’t pay enough to feed their family,

let alone put their children through school,” Freed said.

In an unscientific study some years ago, Freed found that Latino pickers were supporting an

average of seven to nine other people.

Many had farming backgrounds, so working in the woods came easily. The new immigrants

took advantage of work that didn’t require English skills or expensive supplies. With

transportation to the fields and rubber bands, harvesters could earn a decent living if they

were willing to work hard.

“This is true entry level,” Freed said. “If this was McDonald’s, these are the people who wash

the floors.”



Jesus Echevarria, a native of Durango, Mexico, moved to Shelton in 1974 and started picking

brush part time while also working for a Christmas tree company. Early on, Echevarria was

one of the only Mexicans in town. Others arrived later.

The trickle of Latino workers became a flood in 1989, when a labor shortage in the

Christmas greens industry led brush houses to seek workers from Eastern Washington fruit

farms. Freed helped coordinate the arrival of 150 pickers. The mostly Mexican group worked

through the holiday season. Many stayed on. Word-of-mouth brought others to the Mason-

Kitsap area.

Many, like Echevarria, have gained a better quality of life.

“At first it was hard. People lived in the mountains,” Echevarria said. “They would sleep in

their cars. Now all these people have their houses, cars, businesses.”

Echevarria gained legal residency during a federal amnesty program. Now a U.S. citizen, he

owns Disco Durango, a bar in Shelton with food, music and dancing.

Guatemalans, like Tomas, began arriving in the 1990s seeking economic opportunity and

refuge from a politically repressive government.

At first Tomas was dismayed with brushpicking.

“I was dreaming of having a good job,” he said. “For example, something that doesn’t happen

in the forest.”

Tomas left the area and tried farm work among other jobs, but he soon found his way back

to Mason County forests. In 2003, he returned to Belfair, met his wife and started a family.

Tomas, who also works in landscaping, has renewed a temporary work permit annually to

continue his life here. He enjoys the freedom a life in brush harvesting affords.

“In the brush, I can make my own schedule,” he said. “That’s why I haven’t changed jobs to

another company.”

THE ORIGINAL GREEN INDUSTRY



Like many in the floral greens business, Dick Berg of Pacific Coast Evergreens got his start in

the woods, picking brush. Before that, he earned money after school, nailing together

shipping boxes for the company he would eventually own. Picking brush, selling brush, it’s

all he’s ever known.

“I’m too dumb to do anything else,” said Berg, 64. “I can’t bitch. It’s been good to me.”

Pacific Coast, now in it’s 65th year of business, will ship 150 to 200 containers of salal and

other floral greens to Europe in a busy year. A container is about two-thirds the size of a

semi-truck load. Berg will sell another 100 truckloads to brokers and distributors

throughout the United States. And that doesn’t count another 200 odd truckloads of

Christmas greens sold mostly in the United States.

Berg shied away from sharing his details of his company’s finances. He did, however, say the

gross wholesale value of a container or truckload ranges, depending on the type of product

and time of year, from $15,000 to $30,000.

When nobody wants it, you can get all you want. When everybody wants it, that usually

means nobody wants to go out in the rain and everybody's picked the hell out of it.

Pacific Coast has six warehouse locations: two in Port Orchard (one of which is dedicated to

Christmas greens), one in Port Angeles and three others in Oregon.

While salal has become less important to some brush companies over the years, it is still

Berg’s main product, representing 50 percent to 60 percent of Pacific Coast’s business.

Christmas greens represent 30 percent by volume. Bear grass, huckleberry and other

products account for the rest.

Cold storage facilities allow Pacific Coast to keep inventory for up to seven months, helping

fill the gap during growing season, when young shoots are too tender to ship. It also helps

Berg with increased demand leading up to Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day and other peaks in

the floral goods calendar.

JUST A LITTLE FRIENDLY COMPETITION



Berg’s job is to ride the waves of seasonal availability of product, while keeping an eye on

what the competition is charging — and paying — to move salal and other greenery up the

supply chain.

“It’s a supply-and-demand business,” Berg said. “When nobody wants it, you can get all you

want. When everybody wants it, that usually means nobody wants to go out in the rain and

everybody’s picked the hell out of it.”

Pacific Coast is one of the big dogs of the industry along with Continental Floral Greens,

Cascade Floral, Hiawatha Inc., Hood Canal Evergreens and Puget Sound Evergreen Co., all in

Mason County.

They cooperate for the most part, bartering extra product to help meet each other’s needs.

But they remain stubbornly independent and seldom miss an opporunity to one-up the

competition.

“I’ve been here long enough, I know everybody,” Berg said. “We all shake hands and sit down

and drink a beer and agree on what we’re going to do, then go out and do what we want to

do. ... They’re good competition. That’s what life is all about.”

Rumors of price-fixing are off base, Berg said. WSU’s Freed agrees, for one thing because the

industry has too many moving parts outside Mason and Kitsap’s control.

“They’re big locally,” he said of local companies. “But worldwide, they’re a drop in the

bucket.”

Understandably, Freed said, brush house owners do whatever they can to protect their

bottom line, whether it’s pay a penny more per bunch of greens or experiment with the

latest forest product to interest the floral world.

“That guerrilla marketing is what drives this group,” Freed said. “They’re always looking for

something different. They’re a great bunch of people. It’s true entrepreneurism.”

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH



Without a doubt, Mason and Kitsap companies are the hub of the Pacific Northwest floral

greens industry, said Freed, who has studied non-timber forest products since 1977. He

estimates local companies control at least 70 percent of the market.

In 2008, nine Kitsap and Mason County brush companies accounted for more than 38

percent of Washington State’s total gross revenue under the heading “Flower, Nursery Stock

and Florist Supplies Merchant Wholesalers.” The category includes activities other than

floral greens wholesaling, but significantly, the nine companies made up a mere 4 percent of

the 195 companies reporting.

Gross nursery and florist supply sales revenue in Kitsap and Mason Counties increased from

just less than $7 million in 1990 to $56.5 million in 2000. In 2008, it was $89.2 million.

Several trends, including increased demand from Europe and an influx of immigrant labor,

helped fuel the growth in sales. The market has remained remarkably steady despite

increased competition, loss of harvestable lands and the recent economic downturn.

The combined domestic and international value of the Northwest’s floral greens industry is

hard to pin down. Ray Hershey of the Department of Natural Resources, which leases land to

brushpickers on the Olympic Peninsula, estimates that total product coming out of

Washington and Oregon adds up to about $1 billion annually.

“I heard that a few years ago, and I thought, ‘What are they smoking?’” said Berg, who pegs it

at much less, about $200 million to $250 million a year, including Christmas greens.

Freed puts it somewhere in between, around $500 million “out the gate” or wholesale. By

the time it reaches its destination, with shipping, distributors’ markups and value-added

processing, such as fabrication into wreaths, $1 billion is “not far fetched at all for what the

consumer pays,” Freed said.

Jones, the Chicago florist, pays from $2.50 to nearly $6 per bunch depending on the size of

the stems and time of year. She uses six to eight stems in a bouquet that can fetch from $35

to $50 and up.

PICKERS’ PAY STAGNATES



Despite growth in the floral greens market over the past two decades, pickers themselves

haven’t gotten a proportionate share of the bounty.

When Wiley started picking brush in the 1950s, permits were cheap and the pay was good.

But as the brush industry expanded, the cost of permits rose, workers poured into the area

and the relative price per bunch decreased. Considering inflation, pickers today work as hard

as ever for lower compensation.

A highly skilled picker can gather up to 150 bunches of salal per day. In the 1970s, the price

per bunch was about 50 cents, Wiley said.

“A friend of mine went to work for Washington State Ferries for almost $3 an hour,” he said.

“I was laughing because I could make more than that picking. Ten years later, he was making

$20 something an hour and we were still making like $10.”

Today, the average price paid per stem ranges from 65 cents to $1.30. While some types of

salal at some times of year can fetch as much as $2 per stem, the average picker still makes

about $60 to $80 per day.

Barring major changes in how forest greens are harvested, the relative level of compensation

is unlikely to change significantly, Freed said. A cooperative pickers’ association formed 10

years ago is showing promise of higher returns for harvesters, however.

BRUSH INDUSTRY, WHAT’S NEXT?

With a floral industry holding strong and markets spanning several continents, demand for

Northwest greenery is sure to continue. And with a steady stream of immigrants desperate

for work, there is sure to be no shortage of labor. Freed suspects Latinos will maintain their

status as the dominant group of harvesters, at least in the near future.

“The expectation is that there is almost an unlimited flow of people coming in from Mexico

or Central America,” Freed said. “The only thing that would change that would be financial

opportunities equal or greater in their home countries.”

What’s unlikely, said Freed, is that children of immigrant brush pickers will carry on their

parents’ work. Youngsters may help their parents gather greens, but most learn English,

attend school and otherwise take full advantage of skills that lead to upward mobility.



“I’ve watched it with every demographic group from Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians,

to Mexicans and Guatemalans. The first generation lives in the forest and loves the forest.

The second generation does whatever it takes to make mom and dad happy,” said Freed.

“The third generation sees the forest as recreational, and they’re definitely not going to be

out hauling brush.”

If market trends continue, pickers and brush companies together will find new ways to

exploit the world’s fickle fancy for offerings from the forest. According to Freed, Christmas

greens and specialty products — plants dyed, adorned and otherwise fabricated into trendy

floral products — will make up an ever larger share of brush company inventories. Salal will

become the fill-in product between frantic holiday seasons. But because of its hardiness and

sheer abundance — as well as its usefulness to florists like Gail Jones — salal will remain an

essential ingredient in the world’s bouquets.
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